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(NAPSA)—When you’re under
stress, it may be as obvious as the
nose (or blemishes) on your face.
That’s the finding of a study by
Dr. Alexa Boer Kimball, assistant
professor of dermatology at Stan-
ford University, where recently
stress was scientifically linked to
acne. The study found that college
students with acne experienced
worsening of the skin condition
when under the stress of taking
examinations.

Acne affects nearly 80 percent
of Americans at some point in
their lives, with adult acne becom-
ing more common. The stress of
daily life, including responsibili-
ties at home, family, job and
school can increase acne severity. 

“For my patients—especially
adults—dealing with breakouts or
scars from past acne can be very
stressful,” says Kimball. “So, it
can become a perpetual cycle
where stress worsens acne and
acne worsens stress.”

Although it is impossible to cut
stress completely from your life,
understanding how it causes acne
can aid in its treatment and con-
trol. “If we look at some of the lab-
oratory evidence we know now
that stress hormones, cortisol
specifically, stimulate oil forma-
tion in the skin which leads to
acne production,” says Shawn Tal-
bott, Ph.D. and author of The Cor-
tisol Connection.

These tips may help you avoid
stress-induced acne. 

• Eat Right—When you eat 
the wrong foods, inflammation
increases and causes acne, accord-
ing to Dr. Nicholas Perricone, clin-
ical and research dermatologist.
Develop a diet  rich in protein and
essential fatty acids and limit the

consumption of starchy carbohy-
drates and refined sugars. Dietary
supplementation is a good addi-
tion to a balanced diet. 

• Sleep On It—Not getting
enough sleep can exacerbate anxi-
ety or frayed nerves. Try to estab-
lish a sleep schedule that gets you
at least eight hours of shut eye
per night. Doctors recommend
going to bed at the same time
every night and waking up at the
same time every day—even on
weekends—to help establish your
sleep routine.

• B r e a k  t h e  A c n e / S t r e s s
Cycle—A new treatment called Nu
Skin Clear Action Acne Treatment
System clears beyond the present
breakout by diminishing the signs
of past acne and helping ensure a
healthy complexion in the future.
In an independent clinical study,
more than 90 percent of study
participants saw an overall
improvement. The three-step
morning and three-step evening
process features products that
help manage the acne-causing
effects of stress on skin. 

For more information visit
www.nuskinusa.com.

Acne And Stress: Facing The Facts 
Reducing Stress May Help Reduce Acne

Reducing stress may help
reduce acne.

Hair-Raising Pet Tales
(NAPSA)—A lighthearted con-

test that lets pet owners brag
about the wonderfully wacky and
outrageous antics of their pets
could win pet owners a vacation for
two with the family pet to a luxuri-
ous pet-friendly Hotel Monaco in
San Francisco, Seattle, Salt Lake
City, Denver, Chicago, New
Orleans or Washington D.C., as
well as a new Dirt Devil upright

vacuum cleaner.  
To enter, pet owners are asked

to submit a brief description of up
to 200 words of their unique, crazy,
humorous or most interesting
“hair-raising” pet tales. Experts at
Arm & Hammer, who created new
Pet Fresh Plus Pet Hair Release
and have sponsored the contest,
say the stories can range from the
puppy who “hairied-up” your
couch or favorite outfit to the cat
that coughed up a giant hairball in
front of your new in-laws. 

Entries may be submitted 
now through July 1, 2003 to
www.armhammerpets.com or by
mail to: Hair Raising Pet Tales, c/o
Publicis Dialog, 14185 North Dal-
las Parkway, Dallas TX 75254. No
purchase is necessary.

If your pet has ever caused a
“hairy” situation, you could turn it
into a good hair day by entering
the Pet Fresh national contest.

(NAPSA)—Most people know
that drugs and alcohol don’t mix.
But did you know that taking
some medications with grapefruit
juice can be just as dangerous?
For instance, when taken with
grapefruit juice, a hypertension
drug called felodipine can actually
cause blood pressure to drop dan-
gerously low. To test your knowl-
edge further, try this short quiz:

1.) The safety and efficacy of
dietary supplements are tested by
the:

A) FDA (Food and Drug
Administration

B) F T C  ( F e d e r a l  T r a d e
Commission)

C) None of the above
2.) True or False: Children

under 16 should never be given
aspirin without consulting a doctor.

3.) Which of the following vita-
mins can help prevent osteoporosis
by increasing calcium absorption?

A) C
B) B
C) D
4.) True or False: Smoking can

reduce the effectiveness of oral
contraceptives.

Answers

1.) C: There is very little regula-
tion regarding dietary supple-
ments. Provided a product’s label
doesn’t say it can prevent, treat or
cure a specific disease, supplement
manufacturers can make any
claims they want. 

2.) True: Aspirin may cause a
rare but life-threatening condition
called Reye’s syndrome in children
under 16. 

3.) C: Vitamin D promotes the

absorption of calcium from the
intestines and the utilization of
important minerals that help
rebuild bone tissue.

4.) True: Besides decreasing
the effectiveness of oral contracep-
tives, smoking while on the Pill
also increases the risk of develop-
ing potentially dangerous blood
clots.

For more answers to questions
like these, as well as other medical
advice, people can consult The
Johns Hopkins Consumer Guide to
Drugs. The 864-page reference
encyclopedia covers more than 700
different generic and 2,300 brand
name prescription and over-the-
counter drugs. The Guide is from
Simeon Margolis, M.D., Ph.D., and
the editors of the Health After 50
newsletter from Johns Hopkins.
U.S. News and World Report
ranked Hopkins the number-one
medical facility in the U.S. for 12
consecutive years. 

To order, call 800-829-9170 or
visit www.hopkinsafter50.com.

Are You Taking Medications Safely?

It’s important that people get
the facts about the medications
they take.

(NAPSA)—Do you know where
your children are?

According to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, nearly 800,000
children (more than 2,000 per
day) are reported missing each
year. The majority of cases are
resolved quickly, often because
law enforcement officials distrib-
ute quality digital images of the
missing children.  

The Internet, major advances
in digital imaging technology and
corporate involvement with The
National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children (NCMEC)
have dramatically increased the
odds that a missing child will be
recovered alive. Canon4Kids, cre-
ated by Canon U.S.A., a leader in
digital imaging and a longtime
supporter of NCMEC (www.mis
singkids.com), is among the latest
efforts that help locate missing
children. It links the search with
PGA Tour golfer Briny Baird.

At each PGA event he plays,
Baird places a photo of a missing
child on his golf bag along with
the phone number (1-800-THE-
LOST) for people to call if they
recognize the child or have any
valuable information. 

An additional component of
Canon4Kids is tied to Baird’s per-
formance on the Tour. For each
birdie he registers, Canon will
donate $100 to NCMEC. Each
eagle is worth $250 and $1,000 is
donated for every hole-in-one.
Baird ranks near the top in the

“total birdies” statistical category. 
NCMEC and Canon offer these

digital photo tips to help authori-
ties recover missing children:

• Use highest resolution set-
ting. Every six months, take a
new photo indoors using a flash
against a solid white or light col-
ored background.

• Use portrait-style poses from
different angles.

• Save images on the computer
where you can find them quickly.
Keep copies elsewhere, either on a
CD or with a family member.

PGA Tour golfer Briny Baird
posts pictures of missing children
on his golf bag, hoping they’ll be
recognized.

Helping Find Missing Children With 
A Camera And A Golf Bag

(NAPSA)—Whether the price
of gas is rising or falling, car own-
ers may find that regular car
maintenance can help lower the
cost of driving.

A recent survey found that few
Americans check the tire pressure
on their vehicles, even  though
this simple maintenance task can
improve fuel economy. That was
one of the key findings of a survey
by Opinion Research Corporation
on behalf of SCOTT Shop Towels on
a Roll.

While 61 percent of respon-
dents reported checking the tire
pressure on their cars, only three
percent said they would be most
likely to do it more often to con-
serve gasoline.

“Proper tire air pressure can
improve gas mileage by more than
three percent, so this easy mainte-
nance task can help people reduce
gasoline consumption at a time
when the price of gas is so high,”
said Paul Feuerstein, director for
SCOTT Shop Towels on a Roll.

The survey polled 849 adults
about a variety of auto mainte-
nance topics including the types of
do-it-yourself jobs performed on
cars, the state of car interiors, and
the psychological lift provided by
a clean and shiny vehicle.

Topping the list of car mainte-
nance jobs were vacuuming or
cleaning the interior (76 percent),
washing and waxing and checking
tire pressure (tied at 61 percent),
followed by changing the oil and
filter (32 percent).

After an auto maintenance job
is completed, more than half of
the respondents said they went

inside to “wash up,” while nearly
one quarter use some kind of
towel to wipe their hands. 

Of these, eight percent use a
cloth-like disposable shop towel,
the same amount use a rag or
towel, and seven percent use a
kitchen paper towel. Three percent
use a garden hose and a small but
sloppy group—two percent—wipe
their hands on their shirts.

Dirty clothes led the list of
what people like least about work-
ing on their vehicles, at 36 per-
cent. This was followed by dirty
hands (21 percent), having to go
inside to wash up (eight percent),
and slippery hands (six percent).

Simple Way To Reduce Gas Consumption

Car maintenance can improve
fuel efficiency and give car own-
ers a psychological lift.

***
A truly good book is something
as wildly natural and primitive,
mysterious and marvelous,
ambrosial and fertile as a fun-
gus or a lichen.

—Henry David Thoreau
***

***
All brave men love; for he only
is brave who has affections to
fight for, whether in the daily
battle of life, or in physical
contests.

—Nathaniel Hawthorne
***

***
In my youth, I stressed freedom,
and in my old age I stress order.
I have made the great discov-
ery that liberty is a product of
order. 

—Will Durant 
***




